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Abstract: Despite the improvement of treatments, refractory or chemotherapy resistant ovarian and cervical cancers have 
been still incurable. In such tumors, the actionable salvage gene-pathways of up-regulating lung cancer 10 (URLC10), hypoxia 
inducible factor (HIF) and its core protein HIG2- tumor growth factor beta (TGF beta)- the Caenorhabditis elegans SMA 
("small" worm phenotype) and Drosophila Mothers Against Decapentaplegic (SMAD), maternal embryonic leucine zipper 
kinase (MELK)- forkhead box M1 (FOXM1) which induces and stimulates stathmin concerning cell (vascular endothelial cell 
and tumor cell) migration and counter pathway of P53, and holliday junction recognition protein (HJURP)-histone H3-like 
centromeric protein A (CEMPA)-Histone, which play important roles in tumor proliferation, metastasis and cell cycling. They 
had been shifted from original driver gene such as Ras-MAPK or PIK3CA-mTOR. Furthermore, tumor specific micro-
environmental factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) receptors facilitate tumor new-angiogenesis, invasion 
and metastasis, as well. We found human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-A*2402 and 0201 restricted epitope neo-antigens or, 
epitope peptides of VEGF receptor 1 and 2, using micro-cDNA assay form clinical samples. The peptides consisted in nine to 
eleven mer peptides, which were presented by HLA (major histocompatibility 1) on cell membrane. We administered the 
multiple peptides subcutaneously as vaccination and it activated intrinsic cell immune system of cytotoxic T cell (CTL). We 
conducted a phase 1/2 study of those peptides vaccine (PV) cocktails to elucidate their toxicity profiles and efficacy from 4 

June 2010 to Jan 2013 for phase 1 studies, and subsequently continued phase 2 studies at outpatient’s clinic of our hospital. PV 
were administered at a dose of 1mg of each peptide with MONTANIDE*ISA51 (SEPPIC Co. Ltd, France). Enrollees were 
obtained written informed consent after our IRB approval on 3 June 2010. In results, no major adverse events were seen except 
dermatologic reactions at injection site. One patient showed complete response, two showed partial response and 10 showed 
stable disease out of 22 evaluable patients. Median overall survival was 5 months and 9 months in HLA-A2402 and 0201 
group, respectively. In conclusion, these findings suggest the peptides cocktail vaccines were safe and applicable for 
advanced/recurrent OC.  
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1. Introduction 

Immunotherapy has been the fourth promising treatment 
for advanced unresectable or heavily treated cancers, 
especially, for the patients with resistant to chemotherapy of 
multiple lines. Nowadays, the immune-checkpoint inhibitors 
like anti-CTLA4 (cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein 
4) [1], anti-PD-1 (programmed cell death 1) [2], or anti-
PDL-1 (programmed cell death-ligand 1) [3] antibodies 
showed excellent outcomes [4]. In our studies, the specific 
antigens restricted by human leukocyte antigen (HLA) had 
been harvested by genome wide association studies (GWAS) 
[5], and using them, the cancer therapeutic vaccination 
therapy had been reported in gastric cancer [6], lung cancer 
[5], pancreatic cancer [7], esophageal cancer [8], colorectal 
cancer [7], and head & neck cancer [6]. 

In gynecologic cancers, ovarian cancer (OC) is most fatal 
(ACS 2018 estimated death rate: 63.3%), cervical cancer 
(CC) (31.5%) and uterine corpus cancer (18.0%) follows 
[9]). This fact suggests that it remains very hard to achieve 
cure in advanced or recurrent OC and CC, and it has been the 
problem in gynecologic oncology. Mainly, by Gynecologic 
Oncology Group (GOG) in United States, the standard 
treatment of combined chemo-regimen with taxane and 
platinum were identified [10, 11], and addition of molecular 
targeted agents, bevacizumab had been studied [12] in OC 
and in CC [13]. Newly emerging Poly (ADP-ribose) 
polymerase (PARP) inhibitors, olaparib [14] and niraparib or 
atezolizumab and so on, are promising and the candidate of 
agent which would like to cure the ovarian cancer. 

In fact, the chemotherapy for OC had achieved better 
response rate nearly 90% and longer progression free 
survival (PFS) in patients with advanced OC, however, the 
recurrence rate has been still over 85% [10], and longer 
overall survival (OS) has not obtained yet in advanced stage 
disease. 

Considering the recurrence of the tumor, it depends on 
residual tumor cells or probably, tumor stem cells which are 
usually chemo-resistant. Speaking of chemo-resistance, OCs 
have heterogeneity not only in sub-histologic types but also 
even if, in most frequent sub-type, such as high-grade serous 
carcinoma (HG-S), which was composed of various cycling-
phasic cells from mitotic cells to resting or stem-like cell 
[15]. Thus, it is necessary that the new strategy for 
eradicating and eliminating of residual tumor cells should be 
explored. Actually, the immune therapy might be one of the 
methods for cure cancer because of ability to precise 
detection and accurate attack of cytotoxic T cell (CTL) with 
‘homing’. The strategy using specific CTL demands specific 
targets only expressed on tumor cell and not on normal cells 
of every organs. We had chosen the specific antigens 
restricted HLA-A loci which are the proliferative driver-gene 

products (peptides of 9 mers to 11 mers) of tumor cells and 
peptides from vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 1 
(VEGFR1) and 2 (VEGFR2), which were taken from tumor 
associated vascular endothelial cells as targets from tumor-
micro environment. 

We conducted phase 1 (P1) and 2 (P2) study for patients 
with persistent disease of heavily treated OC or CC using 
HLA restricted epitope-peptides as tumor specific neo-
antigens in multi-peptides cocktail vaccination (PV).  
For these patients of cohort, immunotherapy using activation 
of innate CTL pathway was presented. 

The first six enrolled patients were P1 study in modified 
Fibonacci method. The significant points of this study were 
as follows: 

Firstly, these had been phase 1/2 studies of multiple 
peptides vaccine comprised of 2 to 5 peptides. 

Secondly, as onco-antigens, new epitope-peptides of 
MELK (maternal embryonic leucine zipper kinase) had been 
used first in human. After confirmation of safety and efficacy, 
further patients were accrued in P2 trial (including P1). 

The primary endpoint had been safety and secondary 
endpoints had been response, immunological evaluation 
using Enzyme-Linked Immuno-Spot (ELISpot) assay, and 
patient’s outcome. 

2. Methods and Patients 

2.1. Methods 

2.1.1. Study Design and Endpoints 

Study design was prospective, interventional, non-
randomized exploratory phase 1 and 2 trial of one arm. P1 
part was performed according to modified Fibonacci method 
in one dose level. Dose limiting factors were grade 4 in 
hematologic toxicity lasting more than 7 days, and grade 3 or 
more in nonhematologic toxicities without dermatologic 
reactions. The adverse event (AE) was evaluated by National 
Cancer Institution-Common Toxicity Criteria of Adverse 
Events version. 3.0 (NCI-CTCAE ver.3.0). As for response, 
the response rate (RR) which estimated by immune-response 
Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumor version 1.1 (ir-
RECIST v.1.1). Overall survival (OS) in phase 2 and 
immunological evaluation of CTL responses by ELISpot 
assay of peripheral blood mononuclear cells had been 
assessed. In ethically, ethical institutional review board had 
approved these studies and all patients were enrolled after 
obtaining of written informed consent using approved 
documents. The ERB was registered in US OHRP (OHPR 
Federal wide Assurance Number：FWA0010884 as Iwate 
Medical University IRB#1) and the approved numbers of 
these study wereH22-46, 47, 48 and 49 on June 3rd, 2011). 
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These studies had registered in UMIN as UMIN 000003860, 
000003862, 000003902, 000003903. 

2.1.2. Study Period and Location 

Accrual initiated on 2010/ 6/4 (after approval by ERB). 
Study closure was 2016/3/31 in CC and 2017/7/10 in OC, 
and observation had been continued until patient’s death or 1 
year after of the administration of last accrued patient which 
was 2018/8/10 The protocol treatment (intervention) was 
discontinued on 2017/7/10. As for phase 1, the last phase 1 
of CC0205 on 12 April 2012. And study location was our 
outpatients’ clinic (department of obstetrics and gynecology, 
Iwate Medical University Hospital: 19-1 Uchimaru Morioka 
Iwate Japan 0208505 

2.2. Participants 

2.2.1. Patient’s Eligibility and Exclusion 

(i) Patient’s eligibility 
Patients were histologically confirmed CC or epithelial 

OC with recurrent, refractory and/or persistent disease. The 
standard treatment, such as surgery, radiotherapy, 
chemotherapy, or concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) 
must have been performed as prior treatment. As for OC, 
patient had received more than three lines of chemo-
regimens after standard treatment, otherwise allergy to some 
agents. In CC, more than one adjuvant/salvage chemotherapy 
must have been performed. Some patients who insist on 
refusal strongly to have further lines of chemotherapy after 
first line were allowed to be enrolled from the ethical point 
of view, as well. Patients who would be able to be alive more 
than 12 weeks at baseline, and they had been received fully 
prior treatments and the interval of 28 days had been passed 
at baseline. Concomitant chemotherapy, radiotherapy or 
other immune therapy, without surgery alone, was not 
allowed. Patients who had announced best supportive care 
(BSC) or no further chemotherapy or radiotherapy were 
eligible bur steroid use was not allowed. All patients must be 
performance status (PS) 0-2 by ECOG (Eastern Cooperative 
Oncology Group). Age limitation was over 20 up to less than 
80, considering the preserved function of bone marrow and 
adequate intrinsic immunity. As for HLA*A subtypes, 
HLA*A-0201, or HLA*A-2402 must be necessary. Patients 
who had had active other cancers or past experience of 
cancers and who had had brain metastasis of cancer (even 
post treatment) were not allowed to include these studies. 

(ii) Exclusion criteria 
Patients who have conflicted eligibility criteria. Patients 

who had had been depressed in immunity such as HIV were 
excluded. Patient who could not come outpatient clinic by 
herself or cognitive insufficiency were excluded. Patient who 
were determined as inappropriate by investigators were 
excluded. 

(iii) Studies’ constitution 
Studies were divided to four groups according to HLA*A 

subtyping and disease, that is, HLA-A*0201 positive uterine 
CC (CC02), HLA-A*2402 positive CC (CC24), HLA-
A*0201 positive OC (OC02) and HLA-A*2402 positive OC 

(OC24). The HLA-A*2402 was demonstrated 60% of 
Japanese and the HLA-A*0201 covers the rest 20%. By use 
of them, 80% of Japanese women were speculated to be 
covered. 

2.2.2. Protocol Treatment 

Vaccination using tumor antigens were performed 
subcutaneous injection according to schedule. 

(i) Tumor specific epitope peptides’ constitution 
Nakamura et al. identified various tumor-specific epitope-

peptides by GWAS using cDNA microarray technology 
coupled with laser microdissection, they found novel HLA-
A*2402 and HLA-A*0201 restricted epitope peptides of 
several genes related to salvage actionable proliferative 
pathways [1, 7, 16-20]. 

Adding to the tumor cell attack using specific antigens 
stated above, we aimed dual attack in shutting the blood 
supply of tumor by destruction of microenvironment of 
tumor, using specific epitope-peptides antigens restricted 
A*0201 and A*2402. 

(a) HLA-A*0201 CC patients: CC02 
For cervical cancer (CC) (two peptides cocktail): CC02 

cocktail consists of epitope peptides from URLC10 and 
HIG2 

epURLC10: URLC10 (up-regulating lung cancer 10) [20] 
is a glycoprotein which was identified as neo-antigen with 
highly expression in non-small lung cancer (NCLC). Histo-
pathologically, the positive rates of expression of ULRC10 
by immune-histochemistry (ICH) were 90% in NSCLC, and 
64% in uterine cervical squamous cell cancer, respectively 
[21]. A*0201 restricted peptides (LLLASIAAGL) from 
URLC10 showed good immunogenicity to CD8 positive T 
cell and induced CTL clone which has cytotoxic function [5]. 
In this trial HLA-A*0201 epitope peptides epURLC10-
A*0201-10-211 (LLLASIAAGL) was used. 

epHIG2: HIG2 (hypoxia-inducible protein2) is a gene 
protein detected as specific tumor antigen highly expressed 
in clear cell carcinoma of kidney. It has not expressed in 
normal organs, and highly expressed in OC and CC. as well, 
such as 83% and 100% by IHC staining [16, 18], 
respectively. In this trial, A*0201-restricted epitope-peptides 
epHIG2-A*0201-9-4 (VLNLYLLGV) was used. 

(b) HLA-A*0201-positive OC patients: OC02 
For A*0201 positive OC, epHIG2, epVEGFR1 and 

epVEGFR2 were used. 
epHIG: HIG2-A02-9-4 (VLNLYLLGV) (the same with 

epHIG peptide used in CC02) 
epVEGFR1: VEGFR1 comprises of 1338 amino acids and 

membrane protein which is essential to proliferation of 
angiogenesis of solid tumor located in the vascular 
endothelium membrane. VEGFR1 has immunogenicity as 
well, and it is applicable for new targeted antigen by which 
CTL can be induced and that detect and suppress the 
proliferation of the tumor cells [17]. In this trial, 
epVEGFR1-A*0201-9-770 (TLFWLLLTL) was used in 
these trials. 

epVEGFR2: VEGFR2 comprises of 1356 amino acids and 
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also the membrane protein which is essential to proliferation 
and migration of endothelium that induced angiogenesis of 
solid tumor, alone. VEGFR2, as well, has immunogenicity 
and it is the other targeted epitope peptide being applicable 
for vaccine therapy to cancer by the activated CTL. In this 
trial, epVEGFR2-A*0201-9-773 (VIAMFFWLL) was used 
[18]. 

(c) HLA-A*2402-positive CC patients: CC24 
For CC with positivity for A*2402, epitope peptides of 

epFOXM1, epMELK and epHJURP, were used. 
epFOXM1 (forkhead box M1): FOXM1 is the 

proliferation regulator of OC, CC and bladder cancer. It is 
known that the highly expression in lung cancer and was 
identified in protein located in nucleus comprises of 801 
amino acids. In normal tissue, it shows highly expression in 
testes. In NSLC, it was expressed 86% of clinical samples 
and in CC and OC, the positive rates accounted for 84% and 
67%, respectively [21]. Peptides of (IYTWIEDHF) was 
identified the immunogenicity and CTL clone was 
established. In this trial for A*2402 positive CC, A*2402 
restricted epitope peptides of FOXM1-A*2402-9-262 
(IYTWIEDHF) was used. 

epMELK (maternal embryonic leucine zipper kinase): 
MELK is a protein composed of 651 amino acids, which is 

an expressed only testis in normal tissue. The rates of 
positivity for MELK in Clinical samples by 
immunohistochemistry were 76% in breast cancer, 93% in 
CC, and 33% in OC [19], respectively. We identified the 
HLA*A2402 restricted MELK (EYCPGGNLF) with 
immunogenicity for CD8+Tcells and it induced the CTL 
clone. This CTL attacked the intrinsic generated MELK and 
A*2402 tumor cells. In this trial, epMELK-A*2402-9-87_7N 
(EYCPGGNLF) was used. 

epHJURP (holliday junction recognition protein): HJURP 
was identified the new gene highly expressed in NCLC and 
comprises of 748 amino acids. Clinical specimen showed 
100% positive (12/12) in NCLC, and 89% (8/9) positive in 
CC and 85% [22] in OC. In this trial epHJURP A*2402 
restricted-9-408 (KWLISPVKI) was used. 

(d) HLA-A*2402 OC patients: OC24 
For positive patients (OC24), epitope peptides of 

epFOXM1, epMELK, epHJURP, epVEGFR1 and 
epVEGFR2 were used. 

Those tumor specific epitope-peptides used were the same 
with epitope peptides used in CC24 stated above with 
restriction to HLA-A*2402. 

All peptides cocktail sequences were shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Peptides and targets gene expression positivity in clinical samples. 

Target gene Peptides 
Positivity IHC % Positivity IHC % 

Cervical Cancer Ovarian Cancer 

HLA-A*0201 

URLC10 –A*0201-10-211 LLLASIAAGL 94 N/A 

HIG2-A*0201-9-4 VLNLYLLGV 100 83 

VEGFR1-A*0201-9-770 TLFWLLLTL N/A N/A 

VEGFR2-A*0201-9-773 VIAMFFWLL N/A N/A 

HLA-A*2402 

FOXM1-A*2402-9-262 IYTWIEDHF 84 67 

MELK-A*2402-9-87-7N EYCPGGNLF 93 33 

HJURP-A*2402-9-408 KWLISPVKI 89 85 

VEGFR1-A*2402-9-1084 SYGVLLWEI N/A N/A 

VEGFR2-A*2402-9-169 REVPDGNRI N/A N/A 

 
Abbreviation: HLA (human leukocyte antigen), IHC 

(immuno-histochemical staining), URLC10 (up-regulation 
lung cancer 10), HIG2 (hypoxia inducible protein 2), 
VEGFR1 (vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 1), 
VEGFR2 (vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2), 
FOXM1 (Forkhead box M1), MELK (maternal embryonic 
leucine zipper kinase), HJURP (holliday junction recognition 
protein) 

(ii). Administration methods of Vaccine 

Vaccination was performed by subcutaneous injection at 
left axillary region or right axillary region. If could not, 
inguinal regions were allowed as well. 

Vaccination schedule was first 12 consecutive 
subcutaneous weekly injections at axillary regions followed 
additional 8 administrations (adm) in two- week intervals up 
to 20 adm, after that the interval was every 4 weeks (21-28 
adm) and 3 months up to progression of the Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Schema of the protocol treatment. Informed consent was performed for HLA-A*0201 positive or *A2402 positive patients of this heavily treated 

cohort. Administration was performed in outpatient clinic, at first as initiation phase, weekly via subcutaneous injection for 12 weeks. Maintenance phase 

comprises of A phase (bi-weekly for 8 administrations, up-to 20 times in total) and B phase (monthly administration). Abbreviations; PS: performance status 

by ECOG, OC: OC, CC: CC, adm.: administration. 

(iii) Evaluation of adverse events (toxicities) and response 
(a) Assessment of Toxicity 
Safety was evaluated in all patients having received at 

least one administration of the vaccine and re-visited by 
assessment of adverse events (AEs). All patients were 
followed until recovery from toxicity or progressive of the 
disease. Normal organ functions and serum enzymes levels 
were checked except liver metastases case (up to three times 
of normal limits were allowed in AST and ALT). AEs were 
assessed in every visit and the worst grade of AEs were 
evaluated after 1st course (after 4 administrations). The dose 
limiting toxicity (DLT) was defined as G4 hematologic 
toxicities lasting more than 1 week, and grade 3 or over of 
non-hematological toxicities and of unknown toxicity. 

(b) Assessment of Response 
To evaluate tumor response every patient must be 

performed imaging analysis (CT, MRI, PET-CT) within 28 
days before enrollment as baseline (BL) then images were 
taken every after 2courses (every after 8 adm). Clinical 
responses were evaluated every 8 administrations by 
RECIST v. 1.1 and re-assessed by ir-RECIST by the same 
modality used at BL. 

(c) Immunological response: Measurement of CTL 
responses using ELISpot assay 

An enzyme-linked immune-spot (ELISpot) assay was 
performed to measure the peptide specific CTL response, as 
described previously [23]. For the evaluation of CTL, blood 
samples were obtained from the patients at the pre-
vaccination period and after the 4, 8, 12 and 16 adm. Briefly, 
peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells (PBMC) of blood samples were 
cultured with respective peptide and IL-2 (Novartis, 
Emeryville, CA) at 37°C for two weeks. Peptide was added 
into the culture at day 0 and day 7. Following CD4+ cell 
depletion by Dynal CD4 positive isolation kit (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, CA), IFN-γ ELISpot assay was performed using 
Human IFN-γ ELISPOT PLUS kit (MabTech, Nacka Strand, 
Sweden) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The 
number of peptide specific spots was calculated by 
subtracting the spot number in the control well from the spot 
number of wells with peptide pulsed TISI cells. The 
positivity of the antigen-specific T cell responses was 
classified into four grades (−, +, ++ and +++), depending on 
the peptide-specific spots at different responder/stimulator 
ratios. When the algorithm indicated +, ++ or +++, we 
judged it to be a positive case. 

3. Results 

3.1. Patient’s Characteristics 

 
Figure 2. Diagram of patients’ accrual and eligible patient number in phase 1. 

One hundred and forty-two patients inquired to us about 
our vaccination therapy. Participants who matched the 
eligibility criteria and did not conflict ineligible criteria were 
31 patients. Twenty-three patients (74.1%) out of 31 patients 
were suitable for HLA-A*0201 and/or A*2402 positive. and 
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enrolled these trials were 23 in P1. 
Abbreviations: cervical cancer (CC), ovarian cancer (OC). 
As shown in Figure 2, the total number of patients 

referring consultation to join these clinical studies was 142 
(88 OC, 53 CC, 1 Primary peritoneal cancer) and had 
reached the satisfied numbers in each trial. Patients of CC 
with HLA-A*0201 were five but all patients did not show 
DLT and no further eligible patient was enrolled during trial 
period. The distribution subtypes of histology were shown in 
Table 2. 

Table 2. Distribution of histologic types. 

disease subtype HLA-A*0201 HLA-A*2402 

Ovarian 
cancer 

serous 4 4 

musinous 0 0 

endometrioid 1 1 

clear cell 1 1 

Cervical 
cancer 

SCC 3 1 

ADC 2 5 (1GAS, １ADSQ) 

Abbreviations: serous, serous carcinoma, mucinous, mucinous carcinoma: 
endometrioid, endometrioid carcinoma, clear cell, clear cell carcinoma: 
SCC, squamous cell carcinoma: ADC, adenocarcinoma: GAS, gastric type 
adenocarcinoma: ADSQ, adenosquamous cell carcinoma 

The prior treatment demonstrated in table3. Both OC and 

CC patients had been heavily treated. Molecular targeted 
agents were bevacizumab, MORAb 202 (humanized anti-
human folate receptor alpha (FRA) antibody farletuzumab). 
The immunotherapy, such as alpha-beta dendritic cell 
therapy was performed in one patient in OC and CC. 

Table 3. Prior treatments. 

 
OC (12) CC (11) 

Prior CT 2-11 
3-5 (3) 

(Max-Min) (median 4) 
Prior RT 3/12 4/11 
CCRT 2/12 3/11 
Molecular agents 2/12 1/11 
Immuno-therapy 1/12 1/11 
Hormone therapy 1/12 0/11 

Abbreviations: CCRT, concurrent chemoradiotherapy 

3.2. Adverse Events 

Toxicity Profiles 

As for toxicity, no hematologic adverse events related to 
these agents were detected and non-hematologic toxicities 
profiles were shown in Table 4. Dermatologic reactions such 
as redness, swelling, induration, pain, itching under grade 2 
at injection site were detected in most of patients. 

Table 4. Hematologic and Non-hematologic toxicity profiles. 

NCI-CTC ver.3.0 CC0201 OC0201 CC2402 OC2402 

Grade (G) G0 G1 G2 G3 G4 G0 G1 G2 G3 G4 G0 G1 G2 G3 G4 G0 G1 G2 G3 G4 

HB 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
WBC 4 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
ANC 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
LYM 3 0 2 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 1 0 2 3 0 3 0 1 0 2 
PLT 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Gastrointestinal 
events 

5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 

Abdominal Pain 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Diarrhea 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Nausea 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Cardiac Disorder 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Asthenia 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Pneumonitis 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 
Infection 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Hepatic 
dysfunction 

5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 

Renal dysfunction 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Ileus 5 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Hypersensitivity 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Dermatologic 
Reactions 

1 4 0 0 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 

General Fatigue 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 
Hypertension 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
Protein Urine 5 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 

 

3.3. Response 

3.3.1. Tumor Size (ir-RECIST Version 1.1) 

The responses were shown in figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 
showed sequential tumor response using ir-RECIST by spider 
plots. In order to assess the response by ir-RECIST imaging 
analyses were scheduled in same modality and same 
parameters, and most of the modality was CE-CT (<5 mm 

slices: usually 3mm). The total sum of the target (TGT) 
lesions was followed up during the treatment. At this imaging 
diagnosis, new lesion or worsening/improvement of non-target 
(N-TGT) lesions were noted in some cases. The best response 
means frankly the sum of the longest length of TGT. The 
interval of imaging was every 8 administrations (8 weeks to 32 
weeks). Some longer survivors were detected (Figure 2).  
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Figure 3. Tumor response of therapy. In order to assess the response by ir-RECIST imaging analyses were scheduled in same modality and same parameters 

(most of the modality was CE-CT (<5 mm slices: usually 3mm). The total sum of the target (TGT) lesions was followed. 

 
Figure 4. Best response (frank sum of the longest length of targets by ir-RECIST version 1.1). One patient who was not evaluable (NE) was seen in each 

cervical and ovarian group, who had received only baseline imaging. Red line shows +20% increase (PD criteria) and green line shows 30% decrease (PR 

criteria). The bars between red and green lines equals to stable disease (SD). 

As shown in Figure 4, in total 23 cases, 1 complete 
response (CR), 4 partial response (PR) and 9 stable disease 
(SD) were identified. Response rate (RR) was 21.7%, and 
disease control rate (DCR) was 60.9% (14/23). 

3.3.2. Immunological Response 

Twenty two out of 23 patients could be analyzed the 
immunological response (Table 5). One in evaluable patient 
had not taken sample after administration. Only one patient 
out of 22 evaluable patients showed no immunological 

response by ELISpot assay, but she had dermatologic 
reactions. At baseline status, 23% (5/22) of patients had 
shown positive for new antigens, already. As for peptides of 
VEGF receptors (epVEGFR1 and R2), 34% (4/12) of 
patients had had positivity for epVEGFR1 but none for 
epVEGFR2. After vaccination, the positive rate in new 
tumor antigens were 50% for epURLC10, 82% for epHIG2, 
100% for epFOXM1, 100% for epMELK, 17% for epHJURP, 
73% for epVEGFR1, and 64% for epVEGFR2, respectively. 

Table 5. Immunological response analyses by ELISPOT assay (intensity of positivity). 

case 
epURLC10 epHIG2 epFOXM１ epMELK epHJURP epVEGFR1 epVEGFR2 

BL Post BL Post BL Post BL Post BL Post BL Post BL Post 

CC0201 0  0  0  0  
          

CC0202 0  1  0  3  
          

CC0203 0  0  0  3  
          

CC0204 0  1  0  2  
          

CC0205 0  0  0  3  
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case 
epURLC10 epHIG2 epFOXM１ epMELK epHJURP epVEGFR1 epVEGFR2 

BL Post BL Post BL Post BL Post BL Post BL Post BL Post 

CC2401 
    

0  3  3  3  1  0  
    

CC2402 
    

0  3  1  1  2  0  
    

CC2403 
    

NT NT 0  1  0  0  
    

CC2404 
    

0  3  0  3  0  0  
    

CC0205 
    

0  3  1  3  0  2  
    

CC02026 
    

0  3  0  3  0  0  
    

OC0201 
  

3  3  
      

1  3  0  0  
OC0202 

  
0  3  

      
2  3  0  1  

OC0203 
  

0  2  
      

1  3  0  1  
OC0204 

  
0  3  

      
0  3  0  1  

OC0205 
  

0  3  
       

3  0  2  
OC0206 

  
0  0  

      
2  1  0  1  

OC2401 
    

0  3  0  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  
OC2402 

    
0  3  0  3  0  1  0  1  0  1  

OC2403 
    

NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 
OC2404 

    
0  2  0  2  0  0  0  2  0  1  

OC2405 
    

1  3  1  3  1  0  0  0  0  0  
OC2406 

    
0  3  0  3  2  1  0  0  0  0  

Abbreviations: BL, baseline: Post, post vaccination, NT: not tested due to delinquency of samples 

4. Discussion 

The elucidation of several driver gene mutations in 
cancers, various actionable molecular targets in OC and CC 
were identified as well, and targeted agents were developed. 
In contrast, immunotherapy including our vaccination 
therapy according to HLA-A*typing is ultimate precision 
medicine in treatment of individuals as it were ‘Homing 
Missile’ unlike the ‘Carpet Bombing’ using treatment 
cytotoxic agents or immune-checkpoint inhibitors. In our 
studies, specific tumor antigens (epitope peptides) restricted 
HLA-*A2402 and 0201 were harvested by GWAS, we 
harvested nearly 30,000 peptides from transcriptome 
expressed in cervical and OC tumor cells and its tumor 
evoked micro-environment of the tumor specific endothelial 
cells. 

Our peptides could cover 80% of Japanese women as 
stated above and would be appropriate for these vaccine 
trials. HLA-A*typing was organized as biomarker in these 
studies. Multi-cocktails of peptides would achieve 
completely eliminate tumor cells in a theoretical manner. Our 
selection of new onco-antigens was very reasonable. 

URLC10: It was a core gene of proliferative pathway in 
squamous cell carcinoma. 

HIG2 is a crucial protein of HIF-1α-TGF-Snail/Smad, 
which related to cell immigration and epithelial-
mesenchymal transformation (EMT) result in metastasis 
under hypoxia [16]. From these reasons, to suppress this 
signal pathway seems to be one of important strategy for 
rapid metastatic tumors like clear cell carcinoma (CCC) of 
kidney [24], ovary [25]. 

We used the epitope peptides of its coding gene as antigen 
restricted HLA-A*0201 specifically. Unfortunately, we could 
not harvest epHIG2 restricted HLA*A-A24102. 

FOXM1 is a key protein usually exist in cytoplasm of 
tumor cell ubiquitously and regulate cell cycle in G2/M 
interacting with B-Myb (myeloblastosis family of 
transcription factors protein B), and Cyclin D-CDK4/6 and 

related to proliferation [26]. FOXM1 may be a promising 
target from this reason. Furthermore, FOXM1 progresses 
repairing of DNA [27], stemness [28], EMT [29], and 
resistance to paclitaxel+carboplatin [30]. In both OC and 
CC, FOXM1 is strongly related to proliferation, invasion, 
metastases and angiogenesis via interacting to hedgehog 
pathway [31] or PIK3-mTOR pathways [30], as well. As for 
subtypes of OC, overexpression of FOXM1 was detected not 
only in high grade serous (HG-S) but also in clear cell 
carcinoma, endometrioid and mucinous carcinoma of ovary 
[32]. 

From these reasons, epFOXM1 was thought to be very 
promising and strikingly appropriate as selection. 

MELK had been previously implicated as an oncogenic 
kinase. Its oncogenesis was identified by EZH2 (Enhancer of 
zeste homolog 2) pathway, and its proliferation was activated 
by NF-kB [33] pathway and EMT via TGF-beta-SMD 
signaling pathway [34]. 

MELK has also been shown to be important for mitosis 
and it regulates cell cycling G2/M collaborating with 
FOXM1 [35] and depresses P21 and inhibits apoptosis. 
Furthermore, the stemness [36] via STAT3and C-Jun [19] is 
enhanced by MELK as well, which may cause resistant to 
irradiation. Furthermore, recent study elucidated MELK is 
key peptides in poor prognostic OC (esp. HG-S with 
refractory disease) and activate the upstream of FOXM1 in 
proliferation and G2/M checkpoint inhibitor in cycling tumor 
cell and decrease apoptosis in such poor prognostic HG-S 
[35]. HJURP is a chaperone of CENP-A (centromere protein-
A) which is necessary to mitosis. HJURP introduces the 
dimerization of CENP-A, and segregate to centromere, 
finally, CENP-A dimers must be tetra-dimer (octamer) in 
mitosis. HJURP inhibition is related to cell immortality via 
ataxia teleangiectasia receptor (ATR)- double strands 
breakage (DBS) stop and many kinds of fusion-genes cause 
genomic instability and carcinogenesis or uncontrollable 
proliferations via non-homologous end joining repairing 
(NHEJ) [22]. 
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As for microenvironments of tumor, as well, HJURP 
depletion causes premature senescence in fibroblasts and 
endothelial cells, here, HJURP inhibition showed anti-tumor 
effect in direct manner via anti-angiogenesis. From these 
reason, HJURP gene derived epitope peptides seemed to very 
good target with dual (tumor cell and its microenvironmental 
cell) anti-cancer effects. Furthermore, the salvage 
angiogenesis would be enhanced due to hypoxia around the 
tumor cells by chemotherapy. Fibroblasts, peripheral 
macrophages, platelets and endothelial cells were activated 
by cross-talks with tumor cell via cytokines such as VEGFs, 
placental induced growth factor (PIGF), basic fibroblast 
growth factor (bFGF), platelet derived growth factors 
(PDGFs), interleukin 6, interleukin 8, interleukin 12, and so 
on. Considering those tumor-survival mechanisms, both anti-
tumor and anti-microenvironment therapy would be 
necessary to eliminate the tumor cells. 

In phase 1 enrollees, there were few of SCC and the 
adherence to URLC10 was low as 50%. Usual frequency of 
subtypes in newly diagnosed uterine cancer showed that SCC 
covers about 70% of uterine CC in Japan. In our studies, 
concerning the hematological adverse events, there was none 
which related to agents. Grading of adverse events was 
assessed in comparison with base line. Recently, Hasegawa 
et al. conducted another phase 1 study of the same onco-
antigens in small patients and reported its safety and 
tolerability but no response. He reported anemia in 77.8% 
(7/9), but we did not detect anemia due to PV even in CC. 
They reported hematological adverse event of anemia but 
most of them related to the property of the disease 
progression and not stated as vaccine related. Dermatologic 
reactions were only adverse event related to vaccine therapy 
like us, as well [37]. They may report pure events of AEs 
without discriminated assessment of disease induced or agent 
induced. We assessed every parameter of hematology in 
individual clinical course using difference of grading, and its 
causes were decided as due to agents, or disease progression, 
or patient’s own character or unknown reason by comparing 
with patient’s complaint and doctor’s observation and 
consider. Dermatological reaction is major adverse events. 
Shown in table 6, the chief toxicity of this treatment was 
dermatologic reactions alone. They were feasible to continue 
of this treatment. No dose limiting toxicities were detected in 
this phase 1 part. 

Response of PV 

Shown in figures 3 and 4, tumor response was detected in 
18% (2PR/11) in CC and 25% (1CR+2PR/12) in OC. Longer 
survival was obtained in some patients, it is effective to 
maintain QOL and longer survival (QALY, both were the 
endpoints of P2). Considering the most of all these patients 
were announced as best supportive care, this peptides 
vaccine therapy gives the power and hope to live as they are 
in their social and familial wellbeing. As for this item, we are 
going to discuss in P2 part, later. 

Immunological discovery 

From the result of positivity in ELISpot assay, HJURP was 
smaller and weaker in positive rate. The reason was unclear 

and HJURP would not be a major key factor to proliferation 
of chemo-resistant patients or tumors of such patients were 
very slow growth but steady growth, so called smoldering 
disease. 

As for the results of ELISpot assay, nine out of 22 (41%) 
of patients had CTL active form to the antigens before this 
protocol treatment. 27% (3/11) in CC and 55% (6/11) in OC 
showed CTL activity before vaccination. Radiotherapy (esp. 
hypo-fraction) enhances the antigenicity in tumor but in this 
small case cohort its activity has not demonstrated [38]. 
Among the antigens showed positive before vaccination, 
MELK and HJURP in CC were prominent. On the other 
hand, VEGFR1 showed highly positive in OC. From these 
facts, it is speculated that salvage proliferation pathway 
became active in CC and VEGF may be key factor in OC. 
This fact would support ‘Beyond PD effect’ in OC like colon 
cancer [39]. In summary, prior treatment using chemotherapy 
or radiotherapy breaks the tumor cells and would disseminate 
various tumor cell antigens into serum. From these reasons, 
possibility of using these peptide-vaccine therapy as adjuvant 
treatment, at least one prior treatment of chemotherapy or 
radiotherapy would be necessary. 

5. Conclusion 

We conducted the immune-therapy using HLA-restricted 
tumor derived epitope-peptides vaccine to eliminate the 
chemo-resistant tumor cell in metastatic or recurrent focuses 
for OC and CC. 

We had selected the peptides from crucial targets of salvage 
driver genes in proliferation (URLC10, FOXM1, MELK), in 
metastasis (HIG2) and in stemness (HJURP). The tumor cells 
had presented their epitopes on their cell membrane by MCH1 
(HLA). So, they were good targets for activated CTLs by our 
vaccination, and the CTLs attacked the tumor cell ‘by homing’ 
and would eliminate the tumor cell alone. 

Furthermore, from the tumor microenvironmental view, the 
vascular endothelial cells which had been calling for by tumor 
cell via VEGFR1, and R2 receptors (the ligands would be 
VEGFA produced by tumor cells) expressed the epVEGFR1 
and R2 on the membrane of endothelial cell, and the CTLs 
activated by our vaccination using epVEGFR1 and R2 had 
eliminated the vascular endothelium cells and blocked new 
angiogenesis. The dual attacks to tumor cell and its neo vessels 
may be stunning strategy for conquering the cancer. 

In conclusion, this presented multiple peptides cocktail 
vaccination therapy at this dose was very tolerable and 
effective. Based on these results further P2 part was 
continued to accrual. 

These peptides vaccine cocktails therapies were safe and 
effective in these cohorts of patients. 
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